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"Teaching with Digital Humanities is an invaluable guide to teaching within a new horizon of possibility introduced by digital methods." -- Kenneth M. Price, coeditor of The Walt Whitman Archive
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"Dobson deploys his acumen as a literary theorist to show how everything touching computational methods from computational logic to algorithmically derived tools is subject in one way or another to the modes of humanistic critique that computational scientists claim to have rendered obsolete." — Donald E. Pease, author of The New American Exceptionalism
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"Digital Critical Editions offers a wonderful introduction to an important aspect not only publishing but also of understanding the media involved in a process that so many take for granted—reading." — Communication Research Trends
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"A showcase for the range and the potential of...big data... literary study. A new, turbocharged sort of philology—one covering wider swaths of literature than even the most diligent and asocial researcher could ever read." — Chronicle of Higher Ed

"An instructive introduction to the history of computing in the humanities and its increasingly sophisticated methodology." — Library Journal
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"A wonderful series of short essays on the nature of text as it has been affected by the digital revolution. Vandendorpe is a careful and intelligent observer of a profound shift in textual behavior." — William Barker, president, University of King’s College, and professor of English, Dalhousie University, Halifax
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